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Trump, Johnson cloud outlook  
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For use with institutional investors and investment professionals only. 

Is the U.S. headed for recession? Politics and policy collideChina slowdown raises risks

Global growth continues to cool under the weight 

of the ongoing trade dispute between the United 

States and China. Our central scenario is for 

growth to muddle along with risks pointed to the 

downside. Worries about a potential recession in 

the United States have increased in recent weeks 

because of the trade rift, weaker growth in Asia 

and Europe, and movements in the Treasury bond 

market. We believe the probability of a recession 

is a little below one-third. While manufacturing 

activity is slowing, the U.S. economy is continuing 

to add jobs, but at a more modest pace. 

President Trump’s tariffs on Chinese exports are 

also beginning to seriously impact the overall 

Chinese economy, the world’s second largest. 

As a result, we are now more worried about the 

resilience of international financial markets and 

capital flows should China’s downturn worsen. 

Elsewhere, political turmoil and shifting policies in 

the United Kingdom, Italy, and Argentina are having 

a knock-on effect on financial markets. In particular, 

Boris Johnson, the pro-Brexit campaigner who 

became Britain’s new prime minister in July, has 

faced a chaotic first few weeks in office.
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The dynamics of the U.S. economy have become a little 
clearer over the past few months. The manufacturing 
sector — especially globally integrated manufacturing — 
is slowing. This provides the latest sign that the global 
manufacturing pullback is weighing on the economy. The 
readings of two manufacturing indexes differed in August. 
The IHS Markit U.S. Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ 
Index was at 50.3 in August, down from 50.4 in July. The 
Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM) manufacturing 
index, a widely watched gauge of factory activity, fell to 
49.1 in August from 51.2 in the prior month. Readings below 
50 are a sign of contraction. The slight gap between these 
two measures suggests the domestic industries are doing 
better than globally integrated ones. In addition, the gap 
between manufacturing and the U.S. service sectors has 
widened, indicating that nonmanufacturing is still fueling 
the broader economy. 

August tweet storm 
President Trump escalated the trade war with China with 
a blast of angry tweets in August. The big problem with 

Trump’s trade war and his negotiating style is that today’s 
tariff is X% on one list of products and tomorrow it is Y% on 
a different list. Who can be confident about a global supply 
chain under these conditions? Trade policy uncertainty is 
already affecting business investment. Capital expenditure 
has been weakening, according to Morgan Stanley’s Capex 
Plans Index. And, various regional surveys by the Federal 
Reserve have also shown that the trade uncertainty has 
affected corporate behavior.

The key issue for the economy is whether it muddles 
along at a 1.5%–2.0% growth rate or whether that growth 
rate erodes. The winter months could bring us closer and 
closer to a recession. We are clearly not in a recession 
now. What factors could cause a recession? The slowdown 
in the globally integrated manufacturing sector has left 
the economy dependent on consumer spending. While 
consumer spending has remained strong, the dependence 
on a single factor increases the economy’s vulnerability. 

The channels to worry about are the services sector 
and the labor market. If these weaken, consumers 
will retrench, and the outlook will get a lot worse. The 
labor market appears to be flagging; the economy 
added 130,000 jobs in August, below what analysts 
had expected. Private sector hiring was also lower than 

Is the U.S. headed for recession?

The economy is showing signs of weakness amid the ongoing trade dispute and a slowdown  
in globally integrated manufacturing activity.

The big problem with Trump’s trade war 
and his negotiating style is that today 
the tariff is X% on one list of products 
and tomorrow it is Y% on a different list.
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The U.S. service sector expands as manufacturing slows 
Diffusion indexes, expressed in level terms. 
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Source: Institute for Supply Management, as of September 2019.. 

expected. But wages rose at a healthy clip. Job creation 
in the service sector has also been steadily weakening. 
Overall, the data point to a trajectory of sluggish growth. 
But risks to the outlook remain.

Financial markets look to the yield curve 
For the financial markets, the question is, once again, 
how to think about the inverted U.S. Treasury yield curve. 
As of early September, the yield between the two-year 
note and the benchmark 10-year bond had a positive 
slope. However, the yield curve was inverted for many 
other maturities. We don’t view inversion as a reliable 
predictor, nor as an inherent cause, of a recession. But 
it is a problem for the financials sector because of the 
way leverage is financed. It is also a sign that one key risk 
metric is priced very oddly. We can’t imagine that equity 
markets would do very well in the face of persistent 
inversion. If the inversion persists, the Fed will need to 
respond by becoming more dovish or risk making a policy 
mistake that weakens the economy.

Recession signals 
The shape of the yield curve hasn’t changed enough to 
influence the economic models that put a lot of weight 
on inversion; they still suggest a recession is certain. Our 
preferred models are not yet telling us to be worried. 

Recession probabilities are ticking a little higher, but they are 
low enough to be consistent with continued slow growth. 
It’s important to clarify what these models measure. They 
are built to find information in factors that in the past were 
early indicators of recessions. In this sense, they aren’t 
forecasting models; they try to see if current conditions are 
consistent with a looming recession. And they are telling 
us that these conditions are not. The yield curve model is 
different because it is possible the inversion could cause a 
recession. We don’t believe it, but there are conditions, like 
those today, under which an inappropriate policy response 
would result in a recession.

Our view is that the chances of a recession in early 2020 
are a little below one-third. We think it possible that a 
combination of global weakness, further missteps by the 
Trump Administration on trade, a slow-moving Fed, or 
a geopolitical shock could weaken asset markets to the 
point that a recession happens. In other words, we do not 
think that a recession next year is inevitable. With the right 
policy moves, it can be avoided. But a slowing economy is 
vulnerable to policy mistakes.
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The global outlook depends on the trajectory of the world’s 
two largest economies: the United States and China. This 
is just arithmetic given the size of their economies, and 
their deep linkages with the rest of the world. Although 
we were reasonably optimistic on China’s outlook and 
the implications for the global economy, we are now less 
confident than before. The slowdown in China seems to 
be a bit more powerful than we had expected. It’s hard to 
be certain about why this is happening. It may be the trade 
war with the United States, or it may be that the economy 
is becoming too big and too complex for the authorities 
to fine-tune. Although we don’t have a full suite of macro 
data on China — some of the data are clearly suspect — the 
dynamics don’t look encouraging. Some on Wall Street 
expect growth to drop below 6% in 2020. 

Chinese authorities have approached policy cautiously. 
The government has so far adopted a string of modest 
policies to counter the slowdown in growth. In early 
September, the central bank announced a new measure 

to give the country’s slowing economy a jolt. The People’s 
Bank of China reduced the amount of money commercial 
banks are required to set aside and not lend — its reserve 
requirement ratio. The central bank said 900 billion yuan 
will become available in an attempt to promote lending.

A currency war 
The exchange rate has also come into play. This makes 
us a bit nervous. Over the past year, the renminbi had 
strengthened to about 6.70 against the U.S. dollar from 
about 6.95 a dollar in November 2018. Then in early 
August, the currency weakened past the psychologically 
important 7.00 to the dollar for the first time in more than 
a decade. A higher number represents a weaker currency. 
As of early September, the currency was trading between 
7.10 and 7.20, its weakest in nominal terms since 2007.

Policy weapons are political. This exchange-rate 
weakening is a message to Washington about the trade 
war. In the Chinese context, however, this kind of currency 
move is potentially destabilizing because of the threat of 
large capital outflows. Episodes of renminbi weakness 
have in the past led to private capital outflows. These in 
turn caused market volatility and subsequent measures 
to restrict those outflows. While no capital flow controls 
are watertight, those backed by the full power of the 
Chinese Communist Party are more effective than most. 
So, the risk of a currency  collapse — Latin American  
style — is remote. However, uncertainty over the 
renminbi’s future will impact private sector expectations 
and private investment. This in turn will affect growth.

China slowdown raises risks

The government is struggling to revive a cooling economy in the midst of a protracted trade 
battle with the United States, raising the risks to global financial markets.
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Rising trade and financial links 
We are also worried about the linkages between China’s 
economic prospects and the global economy. China is key 
to the world’s demand growth. The country accounted 
for 31% of global consumption growth between 2010 and 
2017. It was expected to contribute 28% of global growth 
between 2019 and 2020 compared with 10.5% from the 
United States, according to data from the International 
Monetary Fund. Economic weakness in China will mean 
less demand for global goods, including Chilean copper 
and Italian handbags. But it is not just Chinese imports 
that matter. Many international companies rely on China 
for part of their profits by selling goods manufactured in 
China to domestic Chinese consumers. 

China’s financial linkages are also cause for concern. 
Foreigners don’t hold much short-term, liquid assets 
in China and don’t have exposures that have typically 
caused crisis in other emerging markets. Foreign direct 
investment in China is large, but it’s not the kind of asset 
base that can move quickly. On the other hand, China’s 
financial assets overseas are somewhat larger than we 
had forecast. These assets exceed $3 trillion, according to 
the latest estimates. Much of the gap between the official 

data and the true state of affairs arises because lending 
by public sector Chinese banks is not fully captured 
by the Bank for International Settlements or the Paris 
Club. (Note, China is not a member of the Paris Club, an 
informal group of officials from creditor nations who 
negotiate workable payment plans for debtor nations.)

Resilience of global markets in question
Global financial markets are at risk if China’s economy 
slows more than expected. If this weakness creates more 
problems in the financials sector, the government could 
repatriate some of its foreign assets to help with the costs 
of recapitalizing this sector. This is not China selling its U.S. 
Treasury holdings to push yields higher and “punish” the 
United States. Rather, it’s similar to what happened in the 
late 1990s when mounting stresses in Japan forced local 
banks to repatriate assets held in East Asia. This capital 
flow triggered the East Asian financial crisis. We don’t want 
to overstate this risk; it would require a much sharper 
downturn in China than we think is likely. But this scenario 
unfolded in Asia 20 years ago. We are now less sanguine 
about the resilience of global financial markets and 
financial flows against a more serious Chinese downturn.

China’s growth continues to slip
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China Nowcast

Source: Putnam, as of August 2019. We base our proprietary China GDP Nowcast on a tailored methodology that captures quarterly data releases for 
China’s most essential growth characteristics including purchasing managers’ index data, industrial production, retail sales data, job market metrics, 
real estate activity indexes, sentiment indicators, and numerous other factors. The mix of factors used may change over time as new indicators become 
available from data sources or if certain factors become more, or less, predictive of economic growth.
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Political risks and government policies are once 
again taking a front seat in moving asset markets. 
The selection of a new leader in the United Kingdom, 
government instability in Italy, protests in Hong Kong, 
and elections in Argentina have created a turbulent 
summer for financial markets. Various new fiscal 
and monetary policy ideas also emerged over the 
course of August 2019. Below, we highlight some of 
the flashpoints where politics, policies, and market 
movements intersect. 

Changing policy milieu in the United Kingdom
Boris Johnson, Britain’s Conservative Party Brexit 
campaigner, was selected as the United Kingdom’s 
prime minister in July 2019. It has been a turbulent 
few weeks for Johnson, who in September suspended 
Parliament for five weeks. His critics say the move was 
an attempt to stifle debate on Brexit and allow Britain 
to exit the EU with no deal on October 31, 2019. Then in 
early September, British lawmakers rejected Johnson’s 

bids to hold a new national election and to exit the EU 
without a deal. We believe Johnson’s government will 
not last very long. 

In the midst of this chaos, the new Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, Sajid Javid, promised more money for public 
spending, including for infrastructure. In his first speech 
since becoming finance minister, Javid announced the 
fastest increase in day-to-day spending in 15 years, with 
a review aimed at funding departments for the first year 
after Brexit. His speech took place during the meltdown 
in Johnson’s Brexit strategy. So, it didn’t receive as much 
attention as it warranted. Higher spending and lower taxes 
are not compatible with the existing fiscal framework. 
These fiscal plans may not be implemented because of the 
political turmoil. But the announcement is a straw in the 
wind about shifting approaches to economic policy.

Markets are used to a certain amount of political back and 
forth, and treat most political headlines as noise. There 
are times, however, when politics matter a lot for market 
behavior. In the United Kingdom, we have seen shifting 
probabilities of a “no deal” Brexit as the new government 
tests its Parliamentary strength. A “no deal” exit from 
the European Union (EU) is quite rightly seen by almost 
everyone as seriously disruptive for the British economy. 
Some government officials believe this and only use 
“no deal” as a threat in the misguided belief the threat 
will secure some concessions from the EU. The political 

Politics and policy collide

Political turmoil in Britain, Italy, Hong Kong, and Argentina highlight the intricate links between 
swings in financial markets and economic policies.

We believe Johnson’s government  
will not last very long.
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environment in the United Kingdom will remain volatile for 
weeks, and the risk of “no deal” will not disappear entirely. 
Therefore, U.K. assets will experience bouts of volatility as 
these shifting probabilities get priced in.

Italy’s power play 
Italy’s Matteo Salvini, fresh from his success in European 
elections and riding high in the polls, pulled the plug on 
his coalition government in early August. Salvini, leader of 
the Lega party, asked for new elections in late September 
on expectations that he would win. A victory would have 
put him in charge of the government, allowing him to 
pursue an ambitious approach to domestic policy (a 
wider fiscal deficit) and challenge the eurozone’s fiscal 
orthodoxy. He was outsmarted by his former collation 
partner, Five Star (M5S), which agreed to a new coalition 
government with the center-left Partido Democratico. The 
government is now much more pro-EU and does not want 
a confrontation with Belgium. 

It remains to be seen how stable this coalition will be given 
the history of enmity between them. But Italian bonds 
reacted enthusiastically. Italy’s underlying economic 
problems, however, haven’t gone away. Zero growth 
will continue in the absence of serious reforms. Salvini 
remains in the wings, waiting for any opportunity that will 
be presented by a fracture in this unlikely coalition. This 
is another example of how shifting political winds matter 
more to asset markets when growth is sluggish.

Hong Kong — one country, two systems 
Another political flashpoint is Hong Kong. The weeks-
long protests have many causes, and China’s government 
is clearly worried. “Once country, two systems,” the 
sleight of hand that allowed Hong Kong a measure of 
autonomy from the Chinese Communist Party since 
Britain gave up the colony more than 20 years ago, does 
not extend to full democratization. China has probably 
considered intervening. It is possible the government 
will do so if the threat to public order and to its political 
control gets too large. 

Hong Kong is an important financial center. Assets in the 
territory are priced at a level that gives more credence 
to “one country, two systems” than is appropriate. Direct 

intervention by Beijing would expose this myth and would 
have ripple effects across the region. The most recent 
concessions by the Hong Kong administration were seen 
by markets as lowering the chances of Beijing getting 
more deeply involved. While we don’t know if this was the 
correct assumption, the news was perceived as good and 
helped risky asset prices.

Elections in Argentina
In Argentina, primary elections produced a result that 
domestic asset markets had not expected. President 
Mauricio Macri unexpectedly lost the August vote by 
a landslide. This foreshadows a probable defeat in 
October’s presidential election and a possible return 
to the policies of his predecessor, Cristina Kirchner. 
Argentina’s international bonds and stocks tumbled, 
effectively a test of national sentiment before the two-
round presidential ballot. The market reaction was 
violent. The election, quite correctly, was not seen as a 
choice between Tweedledum and Tweedledee, and thus 
of no lasting relevance, but as a choice between quite 
different futures for the country. 

Emerging markets have treated events in Argentina as 
an idiosyncratic shock. There has been little spillover 
to other politically fragile emerging economies. We are 
not convinced this is an idiosyncratic shock. Rather, we 
believe this is further evidence of the political stresses 
created by slow growth. There is little popular appetite for 
the kind of pro-growth reforms the Macri administration 
was pursuing, and the appeal of populism is strong.

Assets in the territory are priced at 
a level that gives more credence to 
“one country, two systems” than is 
appropriate. 
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1-month (fast) risk appetite
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6-month (slow) risk appetite

Source: Putnam. Data as of August 31, 2019. To create the Global Risk Appetite Index, we weigh the monthly excess returns of 30 different asset 
classes over 3-month T-bills relative to the trailing 2-year volatility of each asset class. The higher the excess return and the lower the volatility, the 
greater the risk appetite; conversely, the lower the excess return and the higher the volatility, the stronger the risk aversion. 
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Sept–Nov ’11 
Eruption and subsequent clearing of 
concerns over EU sovereign debt crisis, 
U.S. debt ceiling, and fear of China hard 
landing drive major risk sell-off and rally.

March ’16–Jan ’18
Risk assets rally amid improving 

commodity prices, perceived stability 
in China’s macro data, and 

expectations for gradualist Fed policy.

RISK SEEKING

RISK AVERSE

LONG-TERM CYCLE

This 10-year illustration captures the cyclicality of investors’ appetite for risk

SHORT-TERM TREND

August was a typical “risk-off” month

Risk ON OFF  
•Global equities declined across the board. 
•The majority of fixed-income assets rallied, led by U.S. Treasuries.
•The U.S. dollar rose against other global currencies.
•Emerging-market equities and fixed-income assets underperformed.
•Gold prices increased, while other commodities posted poor returns.

PUTNAM GLOBAL RISK APPETITE INDEX | SEPTEMBER 2019

The Putnam Global Risk Appetite (RA) Index is a proprietary quantitative model that aims to measure investors’ willingness to invest 
in risky assets, including equities, commodities, high-yield bonds, and other spread sectors. With a composite view of risk-appetite 
signals across a broad mix of asset types, Putnam’s RA Index provides a framework for discussing investor preferences and can signal 
trend changes in broad market sentiment. 

Risk appetite tilts downward 
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Jan ’14–Oct ’16
Global growth settles into a more 
subdued pattern of modestly 
disappointing results.

Nov ’16–Dec ’17
More synchronous performance 
across global markets emerges to 
lift the trajectory of global growth.

Source: Putnam. Data as of August 31, 2019. We base our Global GDP Nowcast on a tailored methodology that captures daily data releases for the 
most essential growth characteristics for each of 25 countries — including purchasing managers’ index data, industrial production, retail sales data, 
labor market metrics, real estate price indexes, sentiment indicators, and numerous other factors. The mix of factors used for each market may 
change over time as new indicators become available from data sources or if certain factors become more, or less, predictive of economic growth.

LONG-TERM CYCLE

This six-year illustration captures GDP gyrations since the financial crisis

PUTNAM GLOBAL GDP NOWCAST | SEPTEMBER 2019

The Putnam Global GDP Nowcast Index is a proprietary GDP-weighted quantitative model that tracks key growth factors  
across 25 economies. This index and individual country indexes are used as key signals in Putnam’s interest-rate and  
foreign-exchange strategies. 

Global economy cools slightly 
SHORT-TERM TREND

The pace of growth is slipping, but it is still above the lows  
of post-2009 

s 1.99%

The G-10 economies led the global  
slowdown. Industrial production in the 
eurozone continued to falter. In the United 
States, the Institute for Supply Management‘s 
(ISM) non-manufacturing index disappointed. 
But Britain’s IHS Markit/CIPS UK Services 
Purchasing Managers’ Index and the 
composite PMI rose. Economic indicators 
improved in Brazil and China.  
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This material is for use with institutional investors and investment 
professionals only. This material is a general communication being 
provided for informational and educational purposes only. It is 
not designed to be investment advice or a recommendation of 
any specific investment product, strategy, or decision, and is not 
intended to suggest taking or refraining from any course of action. 
The opinions expressed in this material represent the current, 
good-faith views of the author(s) at the time of publication. The 
views are provided for informational purposes only and are 
subject to change. This material does not take into account any 
investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status, 
or investment horizon. Investors should consult a financial advisor 
for advice suited to their individual financial needs. Putnam 
Investments cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of 
any statements or data contained in the material. Predictions, 
opinions, and other information contained in this material are 
subject to change. Any forward-looking statements speak only as 
of the date they are made, and Putnam assumes no duty to update 
them. Forward-looking statements are subject to numerous 
assumptions, risks, and uncertainties. Actual results could differ 
materially from those anticipated. Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future results. As with any investment, there is a 
potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss. This material 
is not directed at, or intended for distribution to or use by, any 
person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in any 
jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability, or use 
would be contrary to applicable law or regulation or would subject 
any Putnam company to any registration or licensing requirement 
within such jurisdiction. The information is descriptive of Putnam 
Investments as a whole, and certain services, securities and 
financial instruments described may not be suitable for you or 
available in the jurisdiction in which you are located. 

This material or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold, 
or redistributed in whole or in part without the express written 
consent of Putnam Investments. The information provided 
relates to Putnam Investments and its affiliates, which include 
The Putnam Advisory Company, LLC and Putnam Investments 
Limited®.

Issued in the United Kingdom by Putnam Investments Limited®. 
Putnam Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). For the activities carried 
out in Germany, the German branch of Putnam Investments 
Limited is also subject to the limited regulatory supervision of the 
German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt 
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht - BaFin). Putnam Investments 
Limited is also permitted to provide cross-border investment 
services to certain EEA member states. In Europe, this material 
is directed exclusively at professional clients and eligible 
counterparties (as defined under the FCA Rules, or the German 
Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz) or other 
applicable law) who are knowledgeable and experienced in 
investment matters. Any investments to which this material relates 
are available only to, or will be engaged in only with, such persons, 
and any other persons (including retail clients) should not act or 
rely on this material.

Prepared for use with wholesale investors in Australia by Putnam 
Investments Australia Pty Limited, ABN, 50 105 178 916, AFSL 
No. 247032. This material has been prepared without taking 
account of an investor’s objectives, financial situation, and needs. 
Before deciding to invest, investors should consider whether the 
investment is appropriate for them.

Prepared for use in Canada by Putnam Investments Canada ULC 
(o/a Putnam Management in Manitoba). Where permitted, advisory 
services are provided in Canada by Putnam Investments Canada 
ULC (o/a Putnam Management in Manitoba) and its affiliate, The 
Putnam Advisory Company, LLC.

This material is prepared by Putnam Investments for use in Japan 
by Putnam Investments Securities Co., Ltd. (“PISCO”). PISCO is 
registered with Kanto Local Finance Bureau in Japan as a financial 
instruments business operator conducting the type 1 financial 
instruments business, and is a member of Japan Securities 
Dealers Association. This material is prepared for informational 
purposes only, and is not meant as investment advice and does 
not constitute any offer or solicitation in Japan for the execution 
of an investment advisory contract or a discretionary investment 
management contract.
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